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MOTIVATION
•Different expressions for the time-varying heat transfer
coefficient between gases and piston have been suggested
in the literature and are widely used by the scientific
community.

•However, although these expressions are only valid for
the experimental set-up from where they were obtained,
and can lead to errors larger than 100%!

MOTIVATION

Different
correlations for the
same engine
condition!

Borman, G., and Nishiwaki, K. Internal Combustion Engine Heat Transfer. Prog. Energy
Combust. Sci., 1987, 13, 1-46.
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STATE ESTIMATION PROBLEM
State Evolution Model: xk = fk (xk −1 , v k −1 )
Observation Model:

z k = h k (x k , n k )

x ∈ Rnx = state variables to be estimated
v ∈ R nv = state noise

z ∈ Rnz = measurements

n ∈ Rnn = measurement noise
Subscript k = 1, 2, …, denotes an instant tk in a
dynamic problem

STATE ESTIMATION PROBLEM

Definition: The state estimation problem aims at
obtaining information about xk based on the state
evolution model and on the measurements
given by the observation
z1:k = {z i , i = 1,K , k}
model.

State Evolution Model:

xk = fk (xk −1 , v k −1 )

Observation Model:

z k = h k (x k , n k )

The evolution-observation model is based on the following assumptions :
(i)

The sequence xk for k = 1, 2, …, is a Markovian process, that is,

π ( x k x 0 , x1 ,K… , x k −1 ) = π ( x k x k −1 )
(ii)

The sequence z k for k = 1, 2, …, is a Markovian process with respect to
the history of xk , that is,

π ( z k x 0 , x1 ,…
K , x k ) = π (z k x k )
(iii)

The sequence xk depends on the past observations only through its own
history, that is,

π ( x k x k −1 , z1:k −1 ) = π ( x k x k −1 )

FILTERING PROBLEM

π(x0)
Prediction

π(x1 |x0)
π(x1)
Update

π(z1 |x1)

Prediction
π(x2 | z1)

Update

π(z2 |x2)
π(x2| z1:2)

M

π ( x0 z 0 ) = π ( x0 )

is available, the posterior probability
density π (xk z1:k ) is then obtained
with Bayesian filters in two steps:

π(x1| z1)
π(x2 |x1)

By assuming that

prediction and update

Bayes´ Theorem
π(xk|zk)

α π(zk|xk)

*

π(xk)

Posterior α likelihood *

prior

FILTERING PROBLEM: GENERAL ALGORITHM
PREDICTION
Drawn N Particles from a
prior density π(xk|xk-1)
WEIGHTS
Calculate the weight
(importance) of each
particle wik.
UPDATE
Calculate the posterior
density π(xk|zk).
RESAMPLE
If necessary, resample to
avoid degeneration.

FILTERING PROBLEM: DIFERENT ALGORITHMS
Bayes´ Theorem

π(xk|zk)

α π(zk|xk)

*

π(xk)

Posterior α likelihood *

prior

BASIC IDEA: Obtain the posterior probability
function, based on the weights (prior) of the

π(xk|zk)=

individual particles (w is the normalized

Σw

i
k

xik

weight).

Some algorithms use some sort of resampling in order
to avoid the degeneration of the particles.

FILTERING PROBLEM: DIFERENT ALGORITHMS
WEIGHTS
SIR:

Sampling Importance

•It uses the likelihood: wik=π(zk|xik)

Resampling Filter –

•It uses a resampling strategy based on the

“bootstrap filter” (Gordon et al, 1993)

cumulative sum of weights.

1. Construct the cumulative sum of weights (CSW) by computing
ci=ci-1+wik, for i = 1,…, N, with c0=0.
2. Let i = 1 and draw a starting point u1 from the uniform
distribution U[0,1/N].
3. For j = 1,…, N
Move along the CSW by making uj=u1+(j-1)/N .
While uj>ci make i=i+1.
Assign sample xjk=xik.
Assign weight wjk=1/N.

Resampling

FILTERING PROBLEM: DIFERENT ALGORITHMS
WEIGHTS
SIR:

Sampling Importance

•It uses the likelihood: wik=π(zk|xik)

Resampling Filter –

•It uses a resampling strategy based on the

“bootstrap filter” (Gordon et al, 1993)

All methods try to calculate the posterior

q(xik|xik-1 , zk)

Σw

π(xk|zk)=

probability π(xk|zk)
wik = wik-1 π(zk|xik) π(xik|xik-1)

cumulative sum of weights.

i
k

δ(xk-xik)

q(xik|xik-1 , zk) is the importance or proposal
density

Under of viewpoint of importance sampling, the SIR filter uses a suboptimal choice
of the importance density, based on the transitional prior, which does not take into
account the measurements.

FILTERING PROBLEM: DIFERENT ALGORITHMS
WEIGHTS
•It generates a sub-set of particles from a prior
density π(x*k|xk-1) and, after resampling the
ASIR:

Auxiliary SIR

sub-set of particles, calculate the weight as a

Filter

ratio of likelihoods (incorporate some

(Pitt and Shephard, 1999)

information about the measurements into the
prior density):

wik=π(zk|xik)/ π(zk|x*ik)
Under of viewpoint of importance sampling,

wik

=

wik-1 π(zk|xik)

π(xik|xik-1)

q(xik|xik-1 , zk)

it tries to approximate an optimal choice of
the importance density, taking into account
the measurements.

ASIR: Auxiliary Sampling Importance Resampling Filter
WEIGHTS
•It uses the likelihood: wik=π(zk|xik)
•It uses a resampling strategy based on the cumulative sum of weights.
• The advantage of ASIR over SIR is that it naturally generates points from the sample
at k-1, which, conditioned on the current measurement, are most likely to be close to
the true state.
• The resampling is based on some point estimate µik that characterize π(xk|xik-1),
which can be the mean µik=E[π(xk|xik-1)] or simply a sample of π(xk|xik-1). If the state
evolution model noise is small, π(xk|xik-1) is generally well characterized by µik, so that
the weights wik are more even and the ASIR algorithm is less sensitive to outliers than
the SIR algorithm. On the other hand, if the state evolution model noise is large, the
single point estimate µik in the state space may not characterize well π(xk|xik-1) and the
ASIR algorithm may not be as effective as the SIR algorithm.

ASIR: Auxiliary Sampling Importance Resampling Filter
Step 1
For i=1,...,N draw new particles xki from the prior density π(xk|xik-1) and then calculate some
characterization of xk, given xik-1, as for example the mean µik=E[xk|xik-1]. Then use the
likelihood density to calculate the correspondent weights wik=π(zk|µik)wik-1
Step 2
Calculate the total weight t=Σi wik and then normalize the particle weights, that is, for
i=1,...,N let wik = t-1 wik
Step 3
Resample the particles as follows :
Construct the cumulative sum of weights (CSW) by computing ci=ci-1+wik for i=1,...,N, with
c0=0
Let i=1and draw a starting point u1 from the uniform distribution U[0,N-1]
For j=1,...,N
Move along the CSW by making uj=u1+N-1(j-1)
While uj>ci make i=i+1
Assign sample xjk=xik
Assign sample wjk=N-1
Assign parent ij=i
Step 4
j
For j=1,...,N draw particles xk from the prior density π(xk|xijk-1), using the parent ij, and
then use the likelihood density to calculate the correspondent weights wjk=π(zk|xjk) / π(zk|
µijk)
Step 5
j
Calculate the total weight t=Σj w k and then normalize the particle weights, that is, for
j=1,...,N let wjk = t-1 wjk

PHYSICAL PROBLEM
Heat transfer problem inside a combustion chamber of a SI Engine

dP
P dV (γ − 1) dQ
= −γ
+
dθ
V dθ
V dθ
⎡ ⎛ θ −θ ⎞ m +1 ⎤
⎧
i
⎢ − a ⎜
⎟ ⎥ ⎫
dQw
dQ
d ⎪
⎢⎣ ⎝ Δθ ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪
= Qtotal
1
−
e
−
⎨
⎬
dθ
dθ ⎪
⎪ dθ
⎩
⎭
QW = hA(T − Tgas )

Results were validated against
experimental data of Melo et al (2007).

Engine manufacturer
Engine model
Number of cylinders
Valves per cylinder
Bore
Stroke
Connecting rod length
Compression ration
Speed
Rated power
Inlet closing valve
Outlet opening valve

Volkswagen
1.8 AP, Flex
4
2
81.01 mm
86.4 mm
144 mm
11
2500 rpm
76 kW (gasoline)
164o BTDC
146o ATDC

ut Likelihoods.
based on the SIR methodology, to estimate the heat transfer coefficient in the
g pressure measurements.

STATE ESTIMATION PROBLEM

bustion process inside an Otto internal combustion engine. Figure 1 shows the
and fuel is ignited by a spark plug in a confined region composed by the piston
State Evolution Model: xk = fk (xk −1 , v k −1 )
enerates heat,
which
is
converted
into work transmitted to the crankcase. During
In general
through convection (although radiation and conduction are also presented) to the
Observation
Model:
z k =heat
hktransfer
(x k , n k )
ad [24,51]. The objective of this work
is to estimate
such convection
he combustion chamber.

Pressure sensor

x = {h,T,P}
Heat loss
h(t)?

Heat loss
h(t)?

(Heat transfer coefficient,
temperature and pressure)
z = {P} (Measured pressure)

General representation of the problem

cess of this engine, a First Law based model was used for the processes occurring

g pressure measurements.

mbustion process inside an Otto internal combustion engine. Figure 1 shows the
r and fuel is ignited by a spark plug in a confined region composed by the piston
generates heat, which is converted into work transmitted to the crankcase. During
through convection (although radiation and conduction are also presented)
the
State toevolution
model
ead [24,51]. The objective of this work is to estimate such convection heat transfer
the combustion chamber.
dP
P dV γ − 1 dQ

STATE ESTIMATION PROBLEM
dθ

Pressure sensor

Heat loss
h(t)?

Heat loss
h(t)?

= −γ

V dθ

+

(

)

V

dθ

⎡ ⎛ θ −θ ⎞ m +1 ⎤
⎧
i
⎢ − a ⎜
⎟ ⎥ ⎫
dQw
dQ
d ⎪
⎢⎣ ⎝ Δθ ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪
= Qtotal
1
−
e
−
⎨
⎬
dθ
dθ ⎪
⎪ dθ
⎩
⎭
QW = hA(T − Tgas )

[

]

hi est (t ) = hi est (t − Δt ) + hguess + h(t − Δt ) [σ hε ]

. General representation of the problem

model
ocess of this engine, a First Law based model was used for the processesObservation
occurring
cylinder was considered a perfect gas, whose physical properties were supposed to
Simulated
known JANAF equations [24,51]. From the equation of state for an ideal Pgas, (t ) = P (t ) 1 + σ
meas
exa
measξ
measurements
e following equation can be obtained, for both the inlet and outlet valves closed
For the simulated measurements,

we
used(the
model
)
P dV
γ − 1Woschni´s
dQ
= −γ
+
V dθ
V dθ

(

)

h(W/m 2 K) = 3.26B(m)−0.2 P(kPa)0.8T (K)−0.55w(m/s)0.8
(1)

RESULTS - SIR
σmeas=1%Pmeas , hguess=N(253,20)W/m2oC
1000 particles

5000 particles

10000 particles

20000 particles

RESULTS - SIR
σmeas=1%Pmeas , hguess=N(400,400)W/m2oC
1000 particles

5000 particles

10000 particles

20000 particles

RESULTS - SIR
σmeas=1%Pmeas , hguess=N(400,400)W/m2oC
20,000 particles

7444 Hz
(0.5 meas./crank angle)

96774 Hz
(6.5 meas./crank angle)

Modern data acquisition
system can handle more
than 100 kHz

13825 Hz
(1.1 meas./crank angle)

RESULTS - SIR
σmeas=1%Pmeas , hguess=N(400,400)W/m2oC
7444 Hz (0.5 meas./crank angle)

1,000
particles

20,000
particles

5,000
particles

RESULTS - SIR
σmeas=1%Pmeas , hguess=N(400,400)W/m2oC
13825 Hz (1.1 meas./crank angle)

1,000
particles

20,000
particles

5,000
particles

RESULTS - SIR
hguess=N(400,400)W/m2oC
96774 Hz (6.5 meas./crank angle)

5,000 particles
σmeas=1%Pmeas

1,000 particles
σmeas=0.1bar
Modern data acquisition
system can handle more than
100 kHz with accuracy of
±1% of IMEP or ±0.1 bar

5,000 particles
σmeas=0.1bar

IMEP of current
engine is 5.22 bar

COMPARISON – SIR vs ASIR

hguess=N(253,20)W/m2oC; σmeas=0.1bar; 96774 Hz (6.5 meas./crank angle)

Averaged
results over 100
repeated runs

Confidence
intervals better
for ASIR than
for SIR

COMPARISON – SIR vs ASIR

hguess=N(253,20)W/m2oC; σmeas=0.1bar; 96774 Hz (6.5 meas./crank angle)

Averaged
results over 100
repeated runs

Low sensitivity
of pressure with
respect to h

COMPARISON – SIR vs ASIR

hguess=N(253,20)W/m2oC; σmeas=0.1bar; 96774 Hz (6.5 meas./crank angle)

RMS errors worst for
ASIR than for SIR
(large process noise)

Averaged
results over 100
repeated runs
STD=standard deviation of the
RMS error

COMPARISON – SIR vs ASIR

hguess=N(253,20)W/m2oC; σmeas=0.1bar; 96774 Hz (6.5 meas./crank angle)

CONCLUSIONS
1. The particle filter approach seems to be a promising technique
to estimate the heat transfer coefficient in internal combustion
engines, which can influence the performance and emissions
of these machines.
2. The performance of the filter is excellent, even for initial
guesses away from the exact solution.
3. The use of ASIR method in this problem generated worst
results. This is in agreement with Ristic et al. (2004), since the
process noise (random walk model) is large.
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